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As of March 1st, we will not support this browser anymore. Please use one of the following
supported browsers to continue visiting our website. Our Markets. Analytical Instruments.
Chemical and Food Processing. Power Generation Solutions. Industrial Solutions. Renewables,
Lighting and Storage. The ultimate range of small oil sealed rotary vane pumps. Our RV series
rotary vane pumps are rugged pumps that offer you an excellent ultimate vacuum with good
pumping speeds, as well as superior vapour handling capabilities and quiet operation. These
rugged vacuum pumps offer an excellent ultimate with good pumping speeds as well as
superior vapour handling capabilities and quiet operation. Edwards RV series of vacuum pumps
have become the industry standard with over , units sold. This success has been based on field
proven design and reliability in a wide range of applications and environments. The RV is a truly
versatile pump for operation throughout your operations, perfect for wet applications, dusty
applications and clean dry applications. The RV series of pumps has the highest vapour
handling capacity of any rotary vane pump. This is ideally suited for your wet pumping
applications such as freeze drying, extraction, filtration and gel drying. The best-in-class
anti-suck back protection prevents dust or oil mist from entering your system. The fast-acting
automatic inlet valve acts within 0. The universal motor in the pump covers the widest possible
voltage and frequency range from a single motor. If required, you can choose pumps with
flameproof ATEX approved motors. You can service and replace parts without dismantling the
pump mechanism. All parts self-align, eliminating the need for special assembly. You can use a
one size hex-head wrench to dismantle all parts. Close As of March 1st, we will not support this
browser anymore. German - Deutsch. Italian - Italiano. About Edwards. Edwards Vacuum
homepage. Choose your region. Our Products. Service Solutions. Talk to us. A compact
multipurpose pump with superior vapour handling capabilities. Edwards range of RV rotary
vane pumps. A truly multi-purpose pump. Excellent vapour handling capacity. Safe for your
process and systems. One-size fits all motor. Designed for easy maintenance. Get in touch with
us for more information. Technical Specifications. Buy Online. All rights reserved. What
happens next? We'll process your payment and you'll receive an email receipt. New , fresh
everything. We will vinyl the registration numbers on to complete the certification flights, but it
will be super easy for the owner to change them to a personalized number Its got a really sporty
look. Fast, roomy and economical from a legendary and proven designer Sky View flat panel
avionics with touch screen It's Beautiful Its one of at least 13 prizes offered in this years raffle.
We are adding more prizes as corporate sponsorships grow. There's more information on the
airplane and the prizes listed below, but first, an introduction to our museum, who we are and
what we do is in order In the late 's and throughout the 30's, most people didn't know what an
airplane was, much less about aviation in general. Early pilots, using WWI surplus Jennies and
others, flew from town to town, selling rides and inspiring a nation to build a new industry that
would, less than 30 years later, transport a man into space, and later to the moon and back. The
Texas Barnstorming Museums mission is similar Like those Barnstorming Aviators of the past,
we utilize antique airplanes to teach the kids to fly while still in High School. Each selected kid
starts with a basic ground school, and 3 lessons in our Piper cub. If they and we elect to
continue, we continue to train here on to more advanced licenses, and once they complete High
School and on into College, we continue to support them through scholarships. Does it work?
Sure does!! As of now, we are helping 5 local kids in various Aviation Colleges through our fund
raising activities, in addition to the High Schoolers that are flying here. Not too shabby in a town
of These raffle proceeds will go towards those, and future training efforts. We are a c 3, with no
paid employees staffed entirely by volunteers. Some of the proceeds of this raffle will be used
to start a dedicated scholarship in the builders name. We will be marketing the ticket sales
aggressively, and its our hope to announce a winner by early spring For more information on
us, pictures of our scholarship kids, raffle terms and conditions and any other questions just go
to Its a light sport, requiring no medical to fly! The quality of Vans kits is legendary, and this
particular kit was built by an exceptional craftsman, engineer, and friend to all of us here at the
Museum who passed away shortly after completing the kit. It features state-of-the-art flat panel
avionics, new paint, and is ready to go. We will have the aircraft inspected and all life limited
components brought up to date by a knowledgeable service provider. Vegas wouldn't exist with
these odds. As in all raffles, the winner is responsible for taxes. The raffle is open to any US
Citizen within the legal limits of the law. Its your choice Cash Value Very well done! How many
tickets do you want? Do you need a 12 volt battery for your application but don't know what
size? This calculator is designed to help you find a deep cycle battery when a continuous load
is applied, not for cranking or starting purposes. If you know how much power your application
takes to run, and the time you would like to run it, we'll recommend a 12 volt battery with a safe
amount of AH Amp Hours that will give you the runtime you need. Choose Your Battery. Full
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address should be formatted user domain. Subscribe to comments with RSS. Unfortunately, our
calculators are designed for lead acid batteries. I would suggest contacting a supplier for your
batteries, and see if they have a calculator for your particular battery. According to the calculate
and conversions I put in, it's telling me I need a 18Ahr battery to run the tv 8 hrs a day safely. So
if I get a 35Ahr battery that should be more than sufficiant for me to run the tv 8hrs a day plus,
considering all the conditions are correct That calculator will tell you how many amps you are
pulling out of the battery. Then you can use the calculator on this pageâ€¦ I went ahead an
found out using the Inverter Calculator that you are pulling That is a high draw if you plan on
running off a battery for any length of time. Alex I have a small 12 volt, 2. I need to know what
type of 12 volt battery to run it for up to 8 hrs at a time. From what I have learnt by reading all of
the post that means I have ah and a 12 volt battery bank. I purchased a10ah smart battery
charger, it was half the price and I got a bit excited, my question is will this fully charge these
batteries eventually? Also not keen on burning the car down. Lastly, trying to fit a square peg in
a round hole, what if I was to get a manual battery isolator to split the batteries back to ah then
just switch the alligator clips between batteries, a bit of stuffing around but wil his charge the
batteries fully? I would like to go camping every month but the reality is times a year for only
weekends away and 1 week somewhere special. But I would still like it set up to work as it
should. I run a small fridge led lights all around and basic charging necessities iPad etc. Sure
the charger will charge the battery bank eventually, but I would consider it mostly a maintainer
due to the size of the battery pack. By trying to use two on one battery they might interfere with
each other, and one might just go to float mode if it sees the battery is at a higher voltage from
the charge coming off the other charge controller. As far as moving the charger from battery to
battery I simply suggest charging them as a pack, as that is how they are tied together. Thank
you. BatteryStuff Tech Emeka, If the fan runs off 12v then you can connect it directly to the 12v
battery pack. However you say that the fan uses two 12v batteries in series, which if it is in
series it is a 24v fan not 12v. Wondering if we calculated wrong on the front endâ€¦. Average run
cycle is 10 hours. I have been using this combo since approximately times per yearâ€¦. Did we
size the system correctly the first time, or should I have used larger capacity batteries. If you
want to increase your battery life I would suggest a large AH rated pack, as the less you pull
from the battery the longer they tend to last. However a larger AH rated pack will weigh more,
and I believe that you were trying to keep the weight down. My lights I will use only when it is
dark and when I am awake, the pump is only when I turn the water on. The lights are the lowest
amps at. The pump is at the highest at 7amps. With such variables in frequency of usage how
do i figure the battery needed? The calculator, which has helped me a lot, figures I am using all
DC 12volt items the entire time which is not the case. I am looking at one that says 25amps
Capacity minutes. What is that compared to AH at Hr Rate? Would this be sufficient for my
setup? The calculator shows I would need a AH battery running all items for 6 hours. I could
enter each item separately to get amp hours then total the amp hours at the end. Would this be
accurate? BatteryStuff Tech I do agree figuring out a usage for everything is quite an
undertaking, and be difficult if your the one designing the system, versus buying a RV with a
manufacturer recommendation. With that said your best bet would be to average each device
into the calculator, and then add it all up at the end. However I can tell you that most of our
customer that dry camp a lot generally start with a pair of 6 volt deep cycles seen here: RV 6
Volt Batteries. Most people start in the AH range and go and higher if your space permits. If you
have any further questions I would suggest emailing us directly via our email support link. Lee
Callister For confirmaton: I have a houseboat that uses shore power and does not leave the
docks. No working engines. But I need battery power for occasional use for some overhead 12v
lights about 8 although all would not neccessarily be on, which I understand to be about an amp
apiece, a toilet macerator which looks to draw about 13 amps when it is engaged, and 2
automatic bilge pumps that come on if there is water in the bilge I am variously seeing amp
estimates on water pumps. In the unlikely event everything were on at once I guess I would be
drawing up to 37 amps. I also have a 4 stage converter to keep my batter topped off. So it seems
to me that a 50 AH deep cycle battery like your model UB would be sufficient for my needs. Am I
missing anything? If you lost shore power that would happen in less than an hour. If you feel
comfortable with that, then the 50 AH would work. Once you have you amp figure you can use
the calculator. David Deane I have a question. I want to run a winch from a portable battery. The
winch sucks amp and would run for 20 min max. Should I use a deep cycle RV battery?? Kindly
shed light on my query. BatteryStuff Tech If you plug in the numbers in the calculator it will tell
you. If the load is DC at 12 volts, then you are looking at about a AH battery. Jerry McLean This
is actualy for a question. But the problem is the starting amps of the pump, which is over 30
amps. How many amps of batteries do I need, and what size and type of inverter? Bryan Im
looking at something similar for sump pump and believe you will need an inverter that can

handle a watts start vac x 30amps inrush so maybe a watt inverter with a watt peak may work.
Thinking pure sine wave for motor.. Big cables between batteries and inverter! Would an AGM
type battery be okay? If you plug in those numbers, you will find that a 58AH battery will run
your load for 5 hrs. Jeremy JB, if you put in the information into the calculator it will tell you.
The one factor you still need to know is the system voltage, so that you can get the amperage of
the load. Taking into consideration the power factor value, the 23W CFL will consume 23W of
power still, but would draw 0. Does this change the calculations? Assume 9 lamps, 8 hr run time
between charges for simplification. BatteryStuff Tech The draw amount is what we need to
calculate with. There is a significant loss of power when energy going into the lamp is actually
being used to run it. My recommendation: 12 volts with at least available Amp Hours. Mark OK
How about 9 17w LED lampsâ€¦ I do not yet have amps, but it should be significantly lower â€”
trying to get this down to one manageable battery under lbs and running 8 hrs, with less than a
10 hour recharge time. Mark I want to run ten 10 23w compact fluorescent bulbs rated at 0. How
should I size the battery and do you have any comments or suggestions on the inverter I would
use. BatteryStuff Tech 0. Therefore 10 lights will be Watts total per hour. A Watt inverter will
struggle with this power. For a battery recommendation I would at least double this
numberâ€¦so any AGM battery bank rated with Amp Hours or more is my recommendation.
More is needed for flooded batteries. The lamp is rated 23 watts and then also rated 0. Can you
explain the discrepancy.. Since they are self-ballasted is the difference the ballast? Are we
looking at a starting current demand vs a run wattage rating? If so, how does this affect the
calculations. My suspicion is that the. Given the uncertainty, I would use the highest power
rating to make my calculations from which I did in my previous comment. BatteryStuff Tech If
you use all three batteries to create a single battery bank, then I would advise against it. When
you bank them together, they behave as one battery. The contrast of battery capacities will
cause an uneven charge and discharge cycle. Knowledge Base Home. Copy Link. This is
typically found on the device you are running; for light bulbs it will be in watts and you need
divide by the voltage you are running in-typically 12 volts. Other DC devices should be rated in
amperage. For our example we are running a 12 volt 15 amp swamp cooler. If you want your
load to run for 5 hours, put 5 as in our example shown here. For our example, it is above 85 deg.
F, so check the box. Example The fourth field is to adjust for the age of the battery being
considered. Since the greatest usage of the calculator is to figure out what battery to buy,
usually the box will be left unchecked, as in our example, but it is there in case the batteries
available are older. Example The next three fields are for selecting what battery type you are
going to use. For our example we select the AGM Battery. Example The final Field is where the
calculator waves its magic wand and tells you what you need. This number is rounded to the
nearest whole number, and will tell you what battery Amp Hour rating to look for in the selected
battery type. For a little more detail on the math check out our Math Behind the Magic article.
Was this information helpful? Sign up to Get Updates and Offers. Email address should be
formatted user domain. Tagged with AGM , battery , wet cell , calculator , Gell. BatteryStuff Tech
This calculator is for sizing a 12v lead acid battery to an amp load. Steve I have a 7" portable tv
with a 10watt max power consumption. BatteryStuff Tech If this is a 12v 10 watt device then you
would basically be getting an additional day by going to a 35 AH battery. Ray Haws I have a watt
inverter I have a 5amp load votts. Cheers All the gear and no idea!!! Is my favourite sayingâ€¦.
Thank you again for the calculator resource. Regards, AH. Ola Hello, Kindly shed light on my
query. BatteryStuff Tech AH. Please refer to this article for more details. Thanks Neeraj. Admin
lease email your question to tech batterystuff. I plan on using a watt inverter to power this
project.. Thank you for your assistance. Read Knowledge Base using Feedly. Shop For KB
Logo. All Rights Reserved. Load Duration Enter the time, in hours, that you want your load to be
powered. Age Adjustment Check if Battery is more than 6 months old. Battery Types:. Gel AGM
Flooded. Battery Needed is rounded to nearest whole number, and is rated in AH at a 20 Hour
rate. Battery Needed. The fourth field is to adjust for the age of the battery being considered.
The next three fields are for selecting what battery type you are going to use. The final Field is
where the calculator waves its magic wand and tells you what you need. Below is a list of all of
the content posted for Sunday, January 24, This will be useful for those of you who may have
missed something on this date. Note: All posts are rated by the amount of views and not by
personal opinion. If you're having trouble please give us an email at UniversalOmHz gmail. You
may now send in an entry. All you need to do is send your entry to UniversalOmHz gmail. The
subject line of your email should be: "Entry Title of your post Dinar Chronicles". If you have any
questions or wish to communicate with us then please give us an email at UniversalOmHz
gmail. Dinar Chronicles Daily Newsletter Subscribe to receive the site's daily newsletter. Here's
How to Know. TNT Sun. Dinarland Highlights for January 24, Email This BlogThis! Share to
Twitter Share to Facebo
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ok. Newer Post Older Post Home. Dinar Chronicles is not a registered investment adviser,
broker dealer, banker or currency dealer and as such, no information on the website should be
construed as investment advice. We do not intend to and are not providing financial, legal, tax,
political or any other advice to any reader of the website. This website is Read More. Social
Profiles. Popular Tags Blog Archives. Powered by Blogger. Dinar Chronicles Visit the main
official website by clicking the image above. If you arrived here from the Official Main Website
and wish to see all posts, click the Home tab on the top left. Dinar Chronicles Alternate If
nothing is being posted on this part of the website please check here. These hours are not
strictly followed and may vary. Touchstone Essentials. Money Metals Exchange. Gold, Silver,
and Copper. Purchase Currency. Beijing, China. Baghdad, Iraq. Reno, Nevada USA. Operation
Disclosure. Voyages of Light. Author TerraZetzz View my complete profile.

